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Abstract
Rationale Chronic stress perturbs modulatory brain neuro-
transmitter systems, including serotonin (5-HT), and is a
risk factor for psychiatric disorders such as depression.
Deficits in cognitive flexibility, reflecting prefrontal cortical
dysfunction, are prominent in such disorders. Orbitofrontal
cortex (OFC) has been implicated specifically in reversal
learning, a form of cognitive flexibility modulated by 5-HT.
Objectives The objectives of the study were (1) to assess
the effects of chronic intermittent cold (CIC) stress, a potent
metabolic stressor, on performance of rats in an attentional
set-shifting test (AST), and (2) to assess a possible role for
serotonin in CIC-induced deficits and test the effects of
acute serotonin reuptake blockade.
Materials and methods Male Sprague–Dawley rats were
exposed to CIC stress (14 days×6 h/day at 4°C) before
testing on the AST. In subsequent experiments, brain 5-HT
was depleted in naïve rats with para-chlorophenylalanine
or 5-HT release was increased acutely in CIC-stressed rats
with citalopram (5 mg/kg, s.c.) given 30 min prior to the
first reversal task. Microdialysis was used to assess CIC-
induced changes in 5-HT release in OFC during testing.

Results CIC-stressed rats exhibited a selective impairment
on the first reversal task in the AST. 5-HT depletion
induced a similarly selective deficit in reversal learning.
The CIC-induced impairment in reversal learning was
attenuated by acute 5-HT reuptake blockade. 5-HT release
was reduced in OFC of CIC-stressed rats during behavioral
testing.
Conclusions The CIC stress-induced impairment of cogni-
tive flexibility may involve dysregulation of 5-HT modu-
latory function in OFC. Such deficits may thus model
relevant symptoms of neuropsychiatric disorders that
respond positively to SSRI treatment.
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Introduction

The prefrontal cortex has been implicated in cognitive
flexibility, i.e., the ability to attend to changes in the
environment and adapt behavioral response strategies
accordingly (Dalley et al. 2004; Ragozzino et al. 1999).
Deficits in such processes, which can lead to perseverative
cognitive and emotional biases, are thought to be important
in the development and maintenance of depression, partic-
ularly as related to stress (Beck 1976; Beck et al. 1987). In
addition to reduced motivation and an overall diminished
cognitive capacity, depressed patients show abnormal
responses to performance feedback, a narrowing of atten-
tional focus to depression-relevant thoughts, and difficulty
in shifting attentional set from one affective dimension to
another (Murphy et al. 1999). This is consistent with the
perseverative attention to themes of loss and worthlessness
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and the persistent ruminations that are prevalent in this
disorder (Murphy et al. 2003; Murphy et al. 1999).
Neuropsychological studies of depressed patients have
revealed impairments in executive functions related specifi-
cally to decreased frontal lobe activity, e.g., verbal fluency,
cognitive set shifting, behavioral flexibility, and perseveration
(see Fossati et al. 1999). Imaging studies have shown
associations between cognitive dysfunction and altered
activity in prefrontal cortex in depression (Rogers et al.
2004; Sheline 2003). Successful treatment with cognitive–
behavioral therapy or antidepressant drugs such as paroxetine
produced concomitant changes in prefrontal cortical function,
which was also revealed in neuroimaging studies (Goldapple
et al. 2004; Kennedy et al. 2001; Prasko et al. 2004).

The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test is a neurocognitive test
that reveals strategy-switching deficits in patients with
frontal lobe damage or prefrontal cortical dysfunction (see
(Tollefson 1996). To be able to study different aspects of
cognitive flexibility and to address the neural mechanisms
underlying these complex cognitive processes, similar
attentional set-shifting tasks have been developed for non-
human primates (Roberts et al. 1992) and for rodents
(Birrell and Brown 2000). Studies using these tests have
shown that distinct subregions of prefrontal cortex are
involved in different components or forms of cognitive
flexibility. For example, lesions or pharmacological manip-
ulations of rat medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) affected
extradimensional (ED) set shifting specifically, leaving both
intradimensional (ID) acquisition and reversal learning
intact (Birrell and Brown 2000; Chudasama et al. 2001;
Chudasama and Robbins 2003; Lapiz et al. 2007; Lapiz and
Morilak 2006; McAlonan and Brown 2003; Ragozzino
2002; Ragozzino et al. 1999). In these tests, subjects must
learn a series of reward contingencies, using cues that vary
along multiple stimulus dimensions (e.g., odor and texture,
shape and color, etc). ED set shifting involves the
acquisition of a new contingency requiring a shift in
attention (and responding) away from the stimulus dimen-
sion that had been established previously as the relevant or
informative dimension (i.e., formation of a cognitive set) to
a previously irrelevant stimulus dimension. Hence, the
mPFC is involved in shifting attention between perceptual
features of complex stimuli (Dias et al. 1996; 1997; Owen
et al. 1991).

By contrast, the orbital frontal cortex (OFC) has been
implicated specifically in reversal learning, another form of
cognitive flexibility in which a previously positive cue
becomes negative and a previously negative cue becomes
positive, but within the same stimulus dimension. Lesions
of the monkey OFC resulted in impairment of reversal
learning, with normal acquisition and maintenance of
attentional set (Dias et al. 1996). Similarly, selective
impairments in reversal learning have been observed after

lesions or temporary inactivation of the rat OFC (Bohn et
al. 2003; Chudasama and Robbins 2003; Ferry et al. 2000;
Kim and Ragozzino 2005; McAlonan and Brown 2003;
Schoenbaum et al. 2002), again leaving new acquisition
and ED set-shifting capabilities intact (McAlonan and
Brown 2003).

Different neurotransmitters may also modulate these
cognitive processes differentially in subregions of prefron-
tal cortex. For instance, in a previous study, we have shown
that increases in noradrenergic neurotransmission in mPFC
selectively facilitated ED set shifting (Lapiz et al. 2007;
Lapiz and Morilak 2006). By contrast, others have
suggested that reversal learning may be modulated in
OFC specifically by serotonergic neurotransmission (Clarke
et al. 2004; Clarke et al. 2005; Clarke et al. 2007).

Chronic stress is a risk factor and antecedent both to
depression and to dysregulation of brain monoaminergic
neurotransmitter systems (Anisman and Zacharko 1986).
We have shown previously that a chronic psychogenic
stressor, chronic unpredictable stress, produced a deficit in
ED set shifting, which was prevented by chronic treatment
with desipramine, a selective norepinephrine reuptake
blocker (Bondi et al. 2008). The effects of escitalopram, a
serotonin reuptake blocker, were more complex in that the
detrimental effect of chronic unpredictable stress was attenu-
ated, but escitalopram alone also induced a baseline deficit in
ED set shifting. The noradrenergic system is highly responsive
to stress (e.g., see review in Morilak et al. 2005). However,
depending on the nature of the stress, e.g., psychogenic or
metabolic, different neural pathways and neurotransmitter
systems may be invoked (e.g., see Herman et al. 2005;
Sawchenko et al. 2000). For instance, recent reports have
emphasized a potential role for changes in serotonin (5-HT)
activity in the prefrontal cortex specifically after uncontrolla-
ble versus controllable stress (Amat et al. 2005).

Chronic intermittent cold (CIC) stress is a potent
metabolic stressor that has been shown to sensitize the
noradrenergic response to acute stress (Ma and Morilak
2005; Mana and Grace 1997; Pardon et al. 2003). Thus,
CIC stress may be a viable model for chronic stress as an
antecedent to stress-related psychiatric disorders involving
alterations in monoaminergic transmission. However,
changes in cognitive function following CIC stress have
not been investigated nor has a possible effect of CIC stress
on serotonergic function in frontal cortex been examined.
Thus, as serotonin has also been implicated in such
disorders, the purpose of the present study was to
investigate the effects of CIC stress on cognitive perfor-
mance of rats in the attentional set-shifting test and to
explore a potential role for 5-HT in any detrimental effects
observed on cognitive function in the rat prefrontal cortex.
Portions of this work have been presented in abstract form
(Lapiz-Bluhm et al. 2008; Morilak and Lapiz-Bluhm 2007).
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Materials and methods

Animals

A total of 101 adult male Sprague–Dawley rats, weighing
220–240 g on arrival, were used in these studies. They were
initially group-housed (three rats per cage) in 25×45×
15-cm plastic cages, maintained on a 12:12-h light/dark
cycle (lights on at 07:00 h), and given access to food and
water ad libitum. After acclimatizing for a minimum of
7 days, rats were housed individually prior to any
experimental manipulation. Experiments were conducted
during the light portion of the cycle, between 09:00–
17:00 h. All procedures were reviewed and approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the
University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio
and were consistent with NIH guidelines for the care and
use of laboratory animals. All efforts were made to
minimize animal pain, discomfort, or suffering and the
number of rats used.

Chronic intermittent cold stress

The procedure for CIC stress exposure was as described
previously (Ma and Morilak 2005), except that the duration
of CIC treatment was increased to 14 days. Briefly, rats
were individually housed and randomly assigned to either
control or CIC stress conditions. During the light phase of
the light/dark cycle, rats in the CIC stress group were
transported in their home cages, with food, water, and
bedding, into a cold room maintained at 4°C for a period of
6 h. After 6 h, they were returned to the main housing

room. This procedure was repeated every day for 14
consecutive days. Rats in the control condition were left
undisturbed in the housing facility during this time. One
week prior to behavioral testing (i.e., beginning on day 11
of CIC stress), all rats were maintained on a restricted diet
of 14 g of food pellets per day, with water freely available.
Following the 14-day period of CIC stress treatment, the
rats were then taken through the 3-day attentional set-
shifting protocol, described below.

Attentional set-shifting test

The attentional set-shifting test was conducted as described
previously (Lapiz and Morilak 2006). The testing apparatus
was a rectangular wooden arena (inner dimensions, length×
width×height: 71×40×20 cm) painted white on all sur-
faces. A removable, white plexiglas divider separated one-
third of the length of the arena from the rest, forming a start
box. This also served as a holding area following each trial,
allowing the experimenter to clean the arena and change
pots. To begin each trial, a rat was placed in the start box
and was given access to the rest of the arena by lifting this
divider. A white plexiglas panel divided the opposite third
of the arena into two sections. At testing, one digging bowl
was placed in each section. This separation enabled the
experimenter to quickly remove the rat following an
incorrect response, thus preventing it from moving to the
other bowl to retrieve the bait. The digging bowls consisted
of small terracotta pots (internal rim diameter 7 cm; depth
6 cm). Each pot was defined by a pair of cues along two
stimulus dimensions, the digging medium with which the
pot was filled and an odor (see Table 1). To mark each pot

Table 1 Behavioral protocol for the attentional set-shifting test

Discrimination stage Dimensions Example combinations

Relevant Irrelevant (+) (−)

Simple (SD) Odor Clove/sawdust Nutmeg/sawdust
Compound (CD) Odor Medium Clove/raffia Nutmeg/metallic filler

Clove/metallic filler Nutmeg/raffia
Reversal 1 (R1) Odor Medium Nutmeg/raffia Clove/metallic filler

Nutmeg/metallic filler Clove/raffia
Intradimensional shift (ID) Odor Medium Rosemary/wood balls Cinnamon/plastic beads

Rosemary/plastic beads Cinnamon/wood balls
Reversal 2 (R2) Odor Medium Cinnamon/plastic beads Rosemary/wood balls

Cinnamon/wood balls Rosemary/plastic beads
Extradimensional shift (ED) Medium Odor Velvet/citronella Crepe/thyme

Velvet/thyme Crepe/citronella
Reversal 3 (R3) Medium Odor Crepe/thyme Velvet/citronella

Crepe/citronella Velvet/thyme

Representative example of stimulus pairs and the progression through stages of the attentional set-shifting test protocol. In this example, odor was
the initial discriminative stimulus dimension, shifting to digging medium in the ED stage. For each stage, the positive stimulus is in bold and is
paired randomly across trials with the two stimuli from the irrelevant dimension.
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with a distinct odor, two drops (10 μl/drop) of scented
aromatic oil (Frontier Natural Brands, Boulder, CO, USA)
was applied to the inner rim at least 5 days prior to use.
Then, 3–5 μl of the same oil was reapplied a day before
testing. A different pot was used for each combination of
digging medium and odor, and only one odor was ever
applied to a given pot. The bait, a 1/4 Honey Nut Cheerio
(General Mills Cereals, Minneapolis, MN, USA), was
buried 2 cm below the surface of the digging medium in
the “positive” pot. At the beginning of all discrimination
tasks, a very small quantity of powdered Cheerio was also
sprinkled onto the digging medium in both pots to eliminate
the possibility that the rat may locate the bait by smell
rather than by learning the discrimination.

Digging was defined as a vigorous displacement of the
medium to retrieve the reward buried within the pot.
Simply investigating the rim of the pot or the surface of
the digging medium with paws or snout without displacing
material was not scored as a “dig”, and the trial continued
until a dig response was executed. Thus, rats were able to
access tactile, visual, and olfactory characteristics of the
pots to make their choices based on these stimulus
dimensions.

The behavioral procedure entailed 3 days for each rat:

Day 1, Habituation: On the first day, the rats were
trained to dig reliably in the pots to obtain a food
reward. Two unscented pots, both baited, were placed
in the home cage for a series of three exposures of
5 min each. With each exposure, the bait was covered
with an increasing amount of sawdust. Once the rat
was digging reliably, it was introduced into the test
arena and given three trials to retrieve reward from
both of the sawdust-filled baited pots.
Day 2, Training: The following day, the rats were
trained on a series of simple discriminations (SD) to a
criterion of six consecutive correct trials. For these trials,
the rats first had to learn to associate the food reward
with an odor cue (lemon vs. rosewood, both pots filled
with sawdust). After criterion was reached for the odor
discrimination, the pots were changed, and they had to
discriminate the digging media (felt strips vs. shredded
paper, no odor). All rats were trained using the same
pairs of stimuli and in the same order. The positive and
negative cues for each rat were determined randomly
and represented equally. These training stimuli were not
used again in later testing trials.
Day 3, Testing: Following the training day, the rats
were tested on a series of increasingly difficult
discriminations (see Table 1). Testing continued at
each stage until the rat reached a criterion of six
consecutive correct trials, after which testing proceeded
to the next stage.

The first stage was a SD, involving only one stimulus
dimension. Half the rats in any group were required at this
stage to discriminate between two odors, only one of which
was associated with reward, with both pots filled with
sawdust. For the other half, this first discrimination involved
digging media, with no odors applied to the pots (for the
sake of clarity, the remainder of this description will only
consider the example beginning with odor discrimination).
The second stage was then a compound discrimination (CD),
where the second, irrelevant stimulus was introduced. Only
one odor was associated with reward, as in the SD stage, but
two different digging media were now paired randomly with
the odors. The third stage was a reversal of this discrimina-
tion (R1), in which the same odors and media were used, and
odor was still the relevant dimension. But, in these trials, the
negative odor from the previous stage was now positive (i.e.,
associated with the reward), and the positive odor from the
previous stage was now negative (no reward). The fourth
stage was an ID shift, wherein odor was still the relevant
dimension and the medium was still irrelevant, but all new
stimuli were used (i.e., new odors and new media). The fifth
stage was a reversal of this discrimination (R2), in which the
previously negative odor was now positive, as in R1. The
sixth stage required an ED shift, in which all new stimuli
were again introduced, but this time, the relevant dimension
was also changed, e.g., the digging medium became the
relevant dimension and odor was now irrelevant. Finally, the
seventh stage was another reversal (R3), where the previ-
ously negative medium was now positive. The assignment of
each exemplar in a pair as being positive or negative in a
given stage and the left–right positioning of the pots in the
arena on each trial were randomized in advance. For half the
rats, the discriminations began with odor as the relevant cue,
as described above, and for the other half, the discrimination
began with medium as the salient cue. Table 1 outlines the
progression through these stages and provides examples of
the cue combinations used, beginning in this case with an
odor discrimination, shifting to medium in the ED shift
stage. The dependent measure in this procedure was trials to
criterion (TTC), the number of trials required to reach
criterion of six consecutive correct responses at each test
stage.

Experiment 1: Effects of 14-day CIC stress on attentional
set-shifting task performance

Twenty-four individually housed rats were randomly
assigned to two groups: control or 14-day CIC stress
exposure. Seven days prior to testing, food was restricted to
14 g/day, with water freely available. On days 15–17, rats
were handled and underwent habituation and training as
described above, with testing conducted 3 days after the last
cold stress exposure (day 17).
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Experiment 2: Effects of 5-HT depletion by PCPA
on attentional set-shifting task performance

Twenty individually housed rats were randomly assigned to
two groups: vehicle or PCPA (4-chloro-DL-phenylalanine
methyl ester hydrochloride; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA).
PCPAwas dissolved in 0.9% NaCl (40 mg/ml) and adjusted
to pH 6.0 by adding 0.1 M NaOH. Drug was prepared fresh
daily and administered at a dose of 200 mg/kg, i.p.
(calculated as the free base) in a volume of 5 ml/kg on
each of four consecutive days prior to the attentional set-
shifting test. Rats were weighed daily to determine the drug
dose and to monitor changes in weight gain, one of the
reported side effects of PCPA (Dringenberg et al. 1995).
The PCPA treatment regimen used in this study (4×
200 mg/kg/day i.p.) was based on previously published
studies, which showed significant 94% depletion of rat
brain 5-HT and an absence of 5-HT immunolabeling in
cortex and other forebrain regions (Kornum et al. 2006).
Cryan et al. (2000) also reported a 90% reduction in 5-HT
levels on day 6 following a 3-day PCPA (150 mg/kg/day)
treatment.

The extent of 5-HT depletion was assessed by measuring
5-HT content in frontal cortex. After behavioral testing, rats
were decapitated, the frontal cortex was dissected to 4 mm
from the frontal pole, frozen in isopentane, and stored at
−80°C. Samples were homogenized in 0.1 N perchloric
acid, supernatant was obtained by centrifugation, and 5-HT
was measured by HPLC (assay conducted by the Clinical
Psychopharmacology Laboratory, UTHSCSA).

Experiment 3: Effects of acute citalopram administration
on the performance of CIC-stressed rats on the attentional
set-shifting task

Forty-three individually housed rats were randomly
assigned to two treatment groups, control or 14-day CIC
stress exposure, which were each then further subdivided
into two acute drug-treatment conditions, citalopram or
vehicle control. Seven days prior to testing, food was
restricted to 14 g/day, with water freely available. On days
15–17, rats were handled and underwent habituation and
training as described above, with testing conducted 3 days
following the last cold stress exposure (day 17). On the
testing day, all rats were taken through the SD and CD
stages, after which they were given an acute injection of
saline vehicle (1 ml/kg, s.c.) or citalopram hydrobromide
(5 mg/kg, calculated as the free base; H. Lundbeck A/S,
Denmark). We have found previously using microdialysis
that this dose elicits about a five-fold increase in extracel-
lular 5-HT levels in OFC acutely (unpublished data). Thirty
minutes after drug administration, behavioral testing was
resumed, beginning with the first reversal task (R1).

Experiment 4: Effects of CIC stress on 5-HT release
in OFC during behavioral testing

Rats initially underwent surgery for microdialysis probe
implantation. They were anesthetized with a cocktail of
ketamine 43 mg/ml, acepromazine 1.4 mg/ml, xylazine
8.6 mg/ml, given in 1.0 ml/kg, i.m., with 25% supplemen-
tation as needed, and placed in a stereotaxic frame with the
incisor bar set at −3.3 mm, adjusted to achieve a flat skull
as indicated by equal dorsoventral (DV) coordinates for
bregma and lambda. A microdialysis guide cannula (CMA/
12; CMA Microdialysis, North Chelmsford, MA, USA)
was implanted and aimed at OFC with coordinates relative
to bregma (AP +2.9 mm, ML ±2.3 mm, DV −4.2 mm),
placing the tip 2 mm above the target (Paxinos and Watson
1998). Approximately half the rats in each group were
implanted on the left side and the other half on the right.
The guide cannula was anchored to the skull with
jeweler’s screws and dental acrylic, and an obdurator
was inserted to maintain patency. After surgery, rats were
given antibiotic (penicillin G, 300,000 IU/ml, 1.0 ml/kg, s.c.),
hydrated with 1 ml saline (i.p.), returned to a fresh cage, and
housed singly.

Twenty-four operated rats were randomly assigned to
two groups: control or 14-day CIC stress exposure. Seven
days prior to AST testing, food was restricted to 14 g/day,
with water freely available. On days 15–17, rats were
handled and underwent habituation and training as de-
scribed above, with testing conducted 3 days after the last
cold stress exposure (day 17). On the testing day, a
microdialysis probe (CMA/12), with 2-mm active mem-
brane and 20-kDa MW cutoff, was inserted into the guide,
extending 2 mm beyond the tip, centering the active
membrane in OFC. The probe was perfused with ACSF
(147 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 1.2 mM CaCl2, 0.85 mM
MgCl2, pH 7.4) at 0.8 μl/min. Animals were allowed a
2-h equilibration before sample collection was initiated.
Collection time was 20 min, resulting in sample volume of
16 μl, collected into tubes containing 5 μl of 3 mM EDTA,
pH 6.0. For all samples, a 9-min delay was incorporated
into the sampling procedure to allow for the dead volume
between the active membrane and the sample collection
outlet. After collecting four baseline samples, behavioral
testing began. Previous studies (Lapiz et al. 2007; Lapiz
and Morilak 2006) have shown that some of the test stages
require less time for criterion to be reached than the 20-min
microdialysis sample interval. Thus, sampling over some of
the behavioral tasks was combined: A single sample was
collected during SD and CD testing (SD/CD) and also
during ID and R2 testing (ID/R2). The time required to
complete the other test stages (R1, ED, and R3) was
sufficient to allow collection of a single sample during
each. The amount of 5-HT in a standard injection volume of
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15.0 μl was measured by HPLC with electrochemical
detection (BAS 502 system with a Unijet microbore
column, 3 μm ODS, 100×1 mm, Bioanalytical Systems
Inc. West Lafayette, IN, USA). The mobile phase contained
8% acetonitrile, 100 mM sodium acetate, 1.25 mM
octylsulfonic acid, and 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 5.0, at a flow
rate of 90 μl/min. With these conditions, 5-HT had a
retention time of ∼4.6 min. The amount of 5-HT in each
sample was quantified against a calibration curve run daily,
with a detection limit of ∼0.176 pg/sample (1.0 fmol). At
the end of the experiment, rats were sacrificed by rapid
decapitation, and the brains were removed for histological
localization of the probe track. Any case in which the probe
was located outside of OFC was eliminated a priori.

Data analyses

In all experiments, investigators conducting the behavioral
test were blind to the experimental treatment condition of
the rats being tested. The dependent measure in all
experiments was the number of trials to criterion on each
test stage, expressed as mean ± SEM. For all experiments,
the mean trials to criterion during the simple discrimination
tasks conducted on the training day were first compared by
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to ensure that training was
equivalent between all control and treatment groups. For
experiment 1, data collected on the testing day were then
analyzed by two-way ANOVA (Stress×Stage), with repeat-
ed measures over Stage. For experiment 2, data were
analyzed by two-way ANOVA (Drug×Stage) with repeated
measures over Stage. In addition, differences in body
weight change from the start of PCPA treatment to the
testing day were analyzed by Student’s t test. For
experiment 3, data were analyzed by three-way ANOVA
(Stress×Drug×Stage), with repeated measures over Stage.
For experiment 4, the behavioral data were analyzed by
two-way ANOVA, as in experiment 1. For the micro-
dialysis data, the mean of the four baseline samples was
first calculated for each animal, and these values were
subjected to Student’s t test to assess potential changes in
baseline 5-HT levels induced by the CIC stress treatment.
The effect of CIC stress on 5-HT levels collected during
AST testing was then analyzed using two-way ANOVA
(Stress×Stage), with repeated measures over Stage. Data
from six rats (three controls and three stressed) were
included in the behavioral data in this experiment for
purposes of replication but were not included in the
microdialysis data due to probe failure during the course
of testing. In all experiments, where significant main effects
or interactions were indicated, post hoc analyses were
performed using the Newman–Keuls test to identify differ-
ences between treatment groups at specific test stages. For
all analyses, significance was determined at p< 0.05.

Only rats that completed all stages of the AST were
included in the analyses. A rat was eliminated if it stopped
responding or failed to complete all stages after 5.5 h of
testing (17:30 h), as continuing to test beyond that time
would have approached the transition to the dark phase of
the light cycle. In experiment 1, two control rats failed to
finish the test. In experiment 2, three PCPA-treated rats
were excluded: Two failed to complete the training trials
conducted on day 2 and one failed to complete all stages on
the test day. In experiment 3, two citalopram-treated rats
were excluded from the analysis because they failed to
complete all tasks on testing day. In experiment 4, four rats
were excluded because they failed to finish all stages on the
testing day. Animals so excluded were not included in
reporting the total number of rats used.

Results

Experiment 1: Effects of CIC stress exposure on attentional
set-shifting test performance

Both control and cold-stressed rats learned to dig in the baited
bowls during habituation and learned the simple discrimina-
tion during the training session comparably (F1, 22=0.125, p=
0.73), indicating that the CIC stress treatment did not impair
acquisition or the ability to perform on the test in general.
Figure 1 shows the effect of 14-day CIC stress exposure on
the TTC for each stage of the attentional set-shifting test.
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Stage (F6, 132=
12.16, p<0.0001) and a Stress×Stage interaction (F6, 132=
3.85, p=0.001). Post hoc analysis showed that cold-stressed
rats required significantly more trials to reach criterion on the
first reversal task (R1) compared to controls (p<0.01). Trials

Fig. 1 Effects of 14-day CIC stress exposure on the mean trials to
criterion for each stage of the AST (n=12 per group). CIC-stressed
rats required significantly more trials to reach criterion on the R1
reversal task compared to non-stressed controls (*p<0.01 compared to
control rats on the same stage; +p<0.05 compared to other tasks for
the same group)
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to criterion on the R1 task for CIC-stressed rats were also
significantly higher than on all other tasks for that group
(p<0.01).

Experiment 2: Effects of PCPA treatment on attentional
set-shifting test performance

PCPA treatment resulted in a 96.6% depletion of 5-HT
measured in frontal cortical extracts (14.18±0.86 ng/ml for
controls compared to 0.48±0.09 ng/ml for PCPA-treated
rats). Analysis of body weight change from the start of food
restriction to the testing day, which included the period of
PCPA or vehicle treatment prior to testing, revealed a
significantly greater loss of body weight in PCPA-treated
rats (−21.2±2.5 g for controls compared to −31.3±3.9 g for
PCPA-treated rats; t18=2.26, p<0.05). Relative to starting
body weight before food restriction, this represents a
change of −6.1±0.6% for vehicle-treated controls and
−9.7±1.1% for PCPA-treated rats, consistent with an
effective serotonin depletion by PCPA. Both groups learned
to dig in the baited bowls during habituation, and both
learned the simple discrimination comparably during the
training session (F1, 18=0.007, p=0.93), indicating that
PCPA treatment did not affect acquisition or performance
capability in general.

Figure 2 shows the effect of PCPA treatment on the
performance of rats on the attentional set-shifting test.
ANOVA revealed significant main effects of Drug (F1, 18=
9.09, p<0.01) and Stage (F6, 108=14.40, p<0.0001) and a
Drug×Stage interaction (F6, 108=6.44, p<0.0001). Post hoc
analysis showed that PCPA-treated rats required signifi-
cantly more trials to reach criterion on the R1 task

compared to vehicle-treated controls (p<0.001). Trials to
criterion on the R1 task were significantly higher than all
other tasks for the PCPA-treated rats (p<0.001).

Experiment 3: Effects of acute systemic citalopram
administration on the performance of CIC-stressed rats
on the attentional set-shifting test

As in experiment 1, both control and cold-stressed rats
learned to dig in the baited bowls during habituation. Rats
in both groups learned the simple discriminations during
the training session comparably (F1, 12=0.121, p=0.73),
confirming that the CIC stress treatment did not affect
acquisition or performance in general.

Figure 3 shows the effect of CIC stress and acute
citalopram treatment on performance on the attentional set-
shifting task beginning 30-min after citalopram injection
(starting with the R1 task). ANOVA revealed significant main
effects of Stress (F1, 39=9.417, p<0.01), Drug (F1, 39=9.998,
p<0.01), and Stage (F4, 156=6.438, p<0.0001). There were
significant interactions of Stress×Drug (F4, 156=11.133, p<
0.01) and Drug×Stage (F4, 156=3.186, p<0.05). The interac-
tion of Stress×Stage approached significance (F4, 156=2. 319,

Fig. 2 Effects of PCPA pretreatment (4×200 mg/kg/day) on
performance of rats on the AST (n=9–11 per group). PCPA-treated
rats required significantly more trials to reach criterion on the R1
reversal task compared to vehicle-treated controls (*p<0.001 com-
pared to control rats on the same stage; +p<0.001 compared to other
tasks for the same group)

Fig. 3 Effect of acute citalopram treatment (5 mg/kg, s.c.), given
30 min prior to testing on the R1 task, on the reversal deficit induced
by 14-day CIC stress exposure. Only data from the R1 stage on, i.e.,
after drug injection, are shown. As in experiment 1, vehicle-treated
CIC-stressed rats required significantly more trials to reach criterion
on the R1 reversal stage compared to vehicle-treated non-stressed
control rats and also compared to CIC-stressed rats given an acute
injection of citalopram. Note that in this experiment, CIC stress also
induced a deficit in the third reversal task (R3), which was similarly
reversed by citalopram. Citalopram-treated CIC-stressed rats did not
differ from non-stressed vehicle-treated control rats on any test stage.
(*p<0.05 vehicle-treated rats, CIC-stressed compared to non-stressed
controls; +p<0.05 CIC-stressed rats, vehicle-treated compared to
citalopram-treated; n=10–11 per group)
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p=0.059). Post hoc analysis showed that vehicle-treated CIC-
stressed rats again required significantly more trials to
criterion on the reversal learning tasks, specifically on R1
(p<0.001) and also on R3 (p<0.05) compared to vehicle-
treated, non-CIC-stressed controls. Post hoc analysis further
showed that acute citalopram treatment attenuated the effects
of CIC stress on stimulus reversal learning, as citalopram-
treated CIC-stressed rats required fewer trials to criterion on
R1 (p<0.001) and R3 (p<0.05) compared to vehicle-treated
CIC-stressed rats (Fig. 3).

Experiment 4: Effects of CIC stress exposure on attentional
set-shifting test performance and extracellular 5-HT levels
measured in OFC during testing

Rats surgically implanted with microdialysis cannulae and
subsequently exposed to either control or cold-stressed
conditions learned to dig in the baited bowls during
habituation. Both control and cold-stressed rats had
comparable performance during the simple discrimination
tasks on training day (F1, 22=1.88, p=0.60), indicating that
neither surgery nor CIC stress impaired acquisition or the
ability to perform on the test in general. Figure 4a shows
the behavioral effects of CIC stress on rats tested while
collecting microdialysis samples from OFC. As in experi-
ment 1, ANOVA revealed significant main effects of Stress
(F1, 22=5.534, p<0.05) and Stage (F6, 132=21.366, p<
0.001) and a significant Stress×Stage interaction (F6, 132=
7.275, p<0.001). Post hoc analysis showed a significant
increase in the number of trials required to reach criterion
on the R1 task in CIC-stressed rats compared to controls,
replicating the results from experiment 1. The replication of
behavioral results from experiment 1 also indicated that
microdialyis conducted during testing did not interfere with
performance on the AST, nor did it alter the ability to detect
the cognitive effects of CIC stress. In addition, in this
experiment, trials to criterion were also higher on the CD
stage for CIC-stressed rats.

Figure 4b shows the concentration of 5-HT in micro-
dialysate samples collected in the OFC during baseline and
during behavioral testing on the AST. Mean baseline levels
of 5-HT were comparable in the two groups (17.91±
2.92 fmol/sample for controls and 15.41±3.0 fmol/sample
for CIC-stressed rats; t16=0.595, p=0.56). Analysis of
5-HT levels in dialysate samples collected in OFC during
behavioral testing (including the single mean baseline
value) revealed a significant main effect of Stress (F1, 16=
5.389, p<0.05), an effect of Stage that only approached
significance (F5, 80=2.097, p=0.074), and no Stress×Stage
interaction (F5, 80=1.046, p=0.396). This indicates that
5-HT release in OFC was reduced in CIC-stressed rats
during behavioral testing, but this effect was similar across
test stages (see Fig. 4b).

Discussion

Reversal learning has been studied as a measure of
cognitive flexibility in humans (Fellows and Farah 2003;
Murphy et al. 2002; Rogers et al. 2000; Rolls et al. 1994),
non-human primates (Clarke et al. 2004; Clarke et al. 2005;
Clarke et al. 2007; Dias et al. 1996; Lee et al. 2007), and
rats (Birrell and Brown 2000; Boulougouris et al. 2007;
Boulougouris et al. 2008; Idris et al. 2005; McAlonan and
Brown 2003; van der Meulen et al. 2007). Effective
reversal learning involves a number of specific and distinct
operations, including (1) detection of the shift in contin-
gency (i.e., “error detection”), (2) inhibition of the
prepotent, previously learned positive response, (3) over-
coming learned avoidance of the previously negative
stimulus, and (4) acquisition of the new association. The
results of the present study showed that chronic exposure to
a metabolic stressor, intermittent cold stress, impaired some

Fig. 4 Effects of 14-day CIC stress exposure on reversal learning and
on extracellular 5-HT levels measured in OFC during behavioral
testing on the AST. a In replication of experiment 1, CIC-stressed rats
required more trials to reach criterion during R1 compared to controls
(n=11–13 per group; *p<0.05 compared to control rats on the same
stage; +p<0.05 compared to other tasks for the same group).
b Extracellular 5-HT levels, collected in OFC by microdialysis during
behavioral testing, were reduced in CIC-stressed rats compared to
control rats (n=9 per group; p<0.05 main effect of CIC stress
compared to control)
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aspect of reversal learning in the attentional set-shifting test,
without interfering with the acquisition of new contingen-
cies, as the simple discriminations, compound discrimina-
tions, and intradimensional set-shifting tasks were all
generally unaffected in these studies. Moreover, not all
forms of cognitive flexibility were altered by CIC stress, as
extradimensional set-shifting remained intact as well. The
relatively selective effect of CIC stress was mimicked by
5-HT depletion, using the tryptophan hydroxylase inhibitor,
PCPA. Conversely, the CIC stress-induced impairment in
reversal learning was attenuated by acute administration of
the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, citalopram. These
pharmacological results, along with the decrease in extra-
cellular 5-HT levels observed in microdialysate samples
collected in OFC during testing, indicate a possible
dysregulation of serotonergic modulatory function in the
OFC of rats exposed to CIC stress.

Previous studies have shown that exposure to acute cold
stress impaired performance on a delayed match-to-sample
task, attributed to effects on short-term or working memory
(Ahlers et al. 1991; Shurtleff et al. 1993; Thomas et al.
1989; Thomas et al. 1991). Rats immersed in cold water
(17°C) were also reported to be more behaviorally
depressed than controls (Rauch and Lieberman 1980).
Analogous patterns of cognitive impairment and adverse
mood changes have been reported in humans. Acute cold
exposure during cognitive testing degraded performance,
including vigilance, reaction time, reasoning skills, and
short-term memory (e.g., see Coleshaw et al. 1983;
Mahoney et al. 2007; Patil et al. 1995; Shurtleff et al.
1993). In addition to decrements in performance on a four-
choice reaction task and impairment in delayed match-to-
sample tasks, cold-stressed individuals also reported higher
levels of tension, confusion, and depression on the subscale
of the Profile of Mood States questionnaire and had
significantly higher “total mood disturbance” scores
(Mahoney et al. 2007). Taken together, these results
indicate that cold stress can impair cognitive performance
and evoke adverse changes in both behavior and mood.

In agreement with previous studies, which have estab-
lished a role of the 5-HT system in reversal learning (Clarke
et al. 2004; Clarke et al. 2005; Clarke et al. 2007),
impairment in the first reversal task was also seen in the
present study following depletion of central serotonin by
PCPA, comparable to that induced by chronic cold stress,
suggesting a possible involvement of the serotonergic
system in the CIC stress-induced reversal deficit. Further
evidence for involvement of 5-HT in the stress-induced
impairment of reversal learning was seen in experiment 3,
in which acute treatment with the 5-HT reuptake inhibitor
citalopram attenuated the detrimental effect of CIC stress
on the reversal task. Finally, a possible serotonergic
involvement was further supported by the reduced extra-

cellular 5-HT levels detected in OFC during behavioral
testing in rats exposed to CIC stress.

The cognitive deficit seen following both CIC stress and
5-HT depletion was specific to the reversal task. In
previous studies, 5-HT depletion similarly impaired the
ability to switch responding between stimuli on reversal
trials in a visual discrimination task (Clarke et al. 2004;
Clarke et al. 2007) but left cognitive set-shifting ability
intact (Clarke et al. 2005). Further, PCPA treatment did not
affect spatial navigation in a water maze or passive
avoidance learning (Riekkinen et al. 1992), arguing against
a general decline in cognitive capability. Although reduced
body weight gain was observed in the present study, PCPA
treatment also did not appear to affect general sensory-
motor capabilities nor motivation to learn the task and
obtain the food reward, as the PCPA-treated rats trained and
habituated, acquired the simple discriminations, and per-
formed comparably to controls on all test stages with the
exception of the first reversal.

In the present study, only the first reversal (R1) was
consistently affected in all experiments. The second
reversal (R2) was unaffected by any treatment, and the
third reversal (R3) was not consistently affected, although
cold stress induced a deficit in R3 as well as R1 in
experiment 3, and both deficits were attenuated by
citalopram treatment. Similarly, inconsistent effects on the
later reversal tasks have been reported previously, including
studies employing serotonergic pharmacological manipula-
tions (e.g., Bondi et al. 2008; Boulougouris et al. 2008;
Hatcher et al. 2005; Tait and Brown 2008). Although we
hesitate to speculate extensively on a possible reason for
this in the absence of experimental evidence, it seems that
R1 is most vulnerable to manipulation, and this may be due
to differences in the difficulty involved in reversing the
contingencies established in the stages immediately preced-
ing each reversal task. R2 is very similar in nature to R1; it
follows a new acquisition within the same stimulus
dimension as R1, and the animal has just had the prior
experience of R1. The resulting ease with which rats
typically master R2 may thus reflect “learning-to-learn”
and may also make R2 more resistant to disruption. By
contrast, R3 is preceded by the ED set-shift stage, in which
rats must abandon the cognitive set that had been reinforced
repeatedly in all stages up to that point. Thus, the new
contingency acquired in the ED stage may not be as
“strong” as those in the earlier acquisitions, and less
“flexibility” may be required to achieve the subsequent
reversal in R3, i.e., less perseveration must be overcome,
again making R3 less consistently prone to disruption.

The effect of 5-HT depletion was unlike that reported
after catecholamine depletion, in which cognitive set
shifting was disrupted but with no effect on reversal
learning (Crofts et al. 2001; Roberts et al. 1994). We and
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others have found that catecholamine neurotransmitter
systems in the brain can also be affected by cold stress.
Acute cold stress has been shown to increase norepinephrine
release (Yeghiayan et al. 2001; Young et al. 1986), and
chronic (2–4 weeks) cold stress exposure has been shown to
increase noradrenergic receptor sensitivity, enhance the
noradrenergic response to acute stress, and sensitize the
acute excitability of noradrenergic neurons in locus coeruleus
(Gresch et al. 1994; Jedema and Grace 2003; Ma and
Morilak 2005; Mana and Grace 1997; Pardon et al. 2003). In
addition, a variety of stressors, including cold stress, also
increase dopamine utilization, leading to a reduction in
central levels of both catecholamines (e.g., Dunn and File
1983; Finlay and Zigmond 1997; Reinstein et al. 1984).
Impairments in cognitive function, specifically in working
memory, have been demonstrated following alterations of
central norepinephrine and dopamine function (Arnsten and
Li 2005; Brozoski et al. 1979), and chronic reductions in
monoaminergic neurotransmitter levels have been proposed
as a potential mechanism by which chronic stress may
predispose to depression (Anisman and Zacharko 1986).

The present results suggest that chronic metabolic
stressors, such as CIC stress, may also alter central
serotonergic modulation of reversal learning. This is in
distinct contrast to the cognitive effects reported previously
after a psychogenic stress treatment, chronic unpredictable
stress, which induced a consistent deficit in extradimen-
sional set-shifting capability and a less consistent effect on
reversal learning (Bondi et al. 2008). The cognitive deficit
following chronic unpredictable stress was prevented by
concurrent chronic treatment with the selective norepineph-
rine reuptake inhibitor, desipramine, as well as the 5-HT
reuptake inhibitor, escitalopram (Bondi et al. 2008),
although escitalopram alone also decreased extradimen-
sional set-shifting performance. Improvement in ED set-
shifting has also been observed following elevation of
noradrenergic neurotransmission, either by chronic desipra-
mine treatment (Lapiz et al. 2007) or by systemic
administration of atipamezole, an α2-autoreceptor antago-
nist (Lapiz and Morilak 2006). Moreover, the atipamezole-
induced enhancement was blocked specifically by local
microinjection of a post-synaptic α1-adrenergic receptor
antagonist directly into mPFC, indicating that extradimen-
sional set-shifting is modulated specifically by noradrener-
gic transmission in mPFC (Lapiz and Morilak 2006).

By contrast, reversal learning may depend specifically
on function of the orbitofrontal cortex, as suggested in
humans (Hornak et al. 2004; Rolls et al. 1994), non-human
primates (Clarke et al. 2004; Dias et al. 1996), and more
recently in rats (McAlonan and Brown 2003). Thus, it
appears that different types of chronic stress may have
different effects on cognitive flexibility, dependent upon
distinct subregions of prefrontal cortex, and potentially

involving dysregulation of different monoaminergic sys-
tems. Whereas certain types of stressors (e.g., chronic
unpredictable stress) might produce effects that model
changes in noradrenergic function and deficits (e.g.,
extradimensional set-shifting) related to functional changes
in the medial prefrontal cortex (see Bondi et al. 2008), other
stressors (e.g., chronic intermittent cold stress) may produce
dysregulation of serotonergic function and cognitive defi-
cits (e.g., reversal learning) attributable more to altered
function of orbitofrontal cortex. It would be of interest to
determine if the full range of behavioral and physiological
changes produced by chronic unpredictable stress might be
preferentially responsive to treatment with norepinephrine
reuptake blockers and if the behavioral and physiological
consequences of chronic metabolic stress exposure might
be preferentially responsive to 5-HT reuptake blockers. If
such presumed regional and neurochemical specificity is
indeed supported, one important implication would be that
a more careful and precise evaluation of the cognitive
deficit exhibited by a given depressed patient might better
inform an optimally effective treatment strategy for that
patient.

Channon (1996) emphasized the importance of executive
dysfunction related to prefrontal cortical dysregulation,
specifically perseveration, or the failure to alter behavior
in response to environmental feedback, in the diagnosis and
treatment of depression. Indeed, cognitive–behavioral
approaches (Beck 1976; 2005) postulate that depression is
associated with a ruminative perseveration within a set of
negative perceptions and beliefs about the self, the world,
and the future. Accordingly, the cognitive–behavioral
therapeutic approach is intended to help the patient
challenge such biases and establish a more flexible,
balanced, realistic, and adaptive cognitive schema based
on hypothesis testing and the use of available evidence to
modify thoughts and behaviors. It would be interesting and
informative to determine if a more precise evaluation of the
specific cognitive impairments exhibited by depressed
patients (e.g., reversal or cognitive set-shifting deficit)
might predict a differential response to different antidepres-
sant drug classes, e.g., serotonin-specific, norepinephrine-
specific, or dual reuptake inhibitors.
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